Year 8 Curriculum Summer Term
English

As writers

As readers






develop a critical appreciation and
love of reading especially of
increasingly challenging material
read a wide range of fiction and nonfiction, including in particular whole
contemporary English texts
know the purpose, audience for and
context of the writing (inc. language
features) and draw on this
knowledge to support
comprehension studying setting, plot
and characterisation and the effects
of these.





As grammar experts

write a range of narrative and non-narrative
texts, including arguments, and personal
and formal letters, summarise and organise
material
apply their growing knowledge of
vocabulary, grammar and text structure to
their writing and selecting the appropriate
form
draw on knowledge of literary and rhetorical
devices from their reading and listening to
enhance the impact of their writing





draw on new vocabulary and
grammatical constructions from their
reading and listening,
using these
consciously in their
writing and speech to
achieve particular effects
know and understand the
differences between spoken and
written language, including
Standard English and other
varieties of English

. Creative
As artists and designers







Technology

Mathematics
Number/measure



Standard form
Indices & surds

Statistics





Cumulative frequency
Box plots
Averages
Scatter graphs

As mathematicians

Algebra

Geometry
















Circumference & area of a circle
Surface area of prisms
Volume of prisms
Dimensions
Angle properties
Pythagoras theorem
Trigonometry
Compound measures

Expressions
Equations
Trial & improvement
Simultaneous equations
Inequalities
factorising

As computer technologists

Use of sketchbooks to document & explore knowledge,
research, ideas
Range of design ideas to shape unique projects through variety of
media & materials
Identify and solve their own design problems and develop and
communicate design ideas.
How to store, prepare & cook food safely & hygienically
How to modify & cook
recipes that promote current
healthy eating
messages
Develop a range of
skills including mastering
ceramics & batik

As scientists










Adaptation &
Inheritence
Heredity as the process
by which genetic information is
transmitted from one generation to the next
the variation between individuals within a species being
continuous or discontinuous, to include measurement and
graphical representation of variation
changes in the environment may leave individuals within a
species, and some entire species, less well adapted to compete
successfully and reproduce, which in turn may lead to extinction
the importance of maintaining biodiversity and the use of gene
banks to preserve hereditary material.
Motion & Pressure
speed and the quantitative relationship between average speed,
distance and time (speed = distance ÷ time)
the representation of a journey on a distance-time graph
atmospheric pressure, decreases with increase of height as
weight of air above decreases with height




The British Empire
Students will learn about why Britain had an empire
and will evaluate its impact.
Native Peoples of North America
Students will learn about the different native
tribes of North America and the impact
the white settlers had.

Acknowledge their sources through appropriate captions
or cross-references and in a bibliography






Languages






Preparation for trip to France/activity week
Revision of Year 8 topics and mock exams.
Transfer exam and project work
Revision topics: Food, drinks and meals, describe
your holidays, plans and dreams, grammar and verbs






Identify the
various factors that have led
to the growth
of tourism worldwide
Recognise that tourism can bring advantages as well as
major problems to an area.
Appreciate that tourists come from a wide range of places
and that these tourists bring significant economic benefits to
the region
Identify various tourist attractions
Recognise that climate influences the type of tourism found
within a region
Recognise that other activities may have a detrimental
impact on tourism

Music





Physical

As geographers

As musicians

As historians







Modern

History

Describe the main features of three different types of
search engines, giving at least one example of each.



As learners
 Body changes
 Relationships
 Separation

Teenage health

Democracy and justice

As linguists

Science



Geography

PSHE

M–

Computing

Education

Athletics: performance evaluation, students showing their
athleticism in a range of track & field events & demonstrating
their speed & technique in a wide range of events
Softball: tactical awareness, enhancing hand eye co-ordination,
teamwork, & being able to make decisions quickly and smoothly
Cricket- strike & field sport, working on hand eye co-ordination,
communication teamwork & social skills
Net wall tennis/badminton

Consolidate knowledge of structure and chords through
performing keyboard and ukulele. Various genres,
including Ground Bass, Pop songs, Reggae & 12
Bar Blues

Develop reading traditional music notation
through composing a variation & using the
computer program Sibelius
Develop musicianship skills through directing a small
group and arranging music

Religious


Studies

How do we make big decisions?

